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Dual Freestyle
Freestyle football duo
Available For:

• Live Performances

MAKE AN ENQUIRY

About
Dual Freestyle are Daniel and Mark, two of the UK's finest Professional Football Free-stylers.
Daniel has been working as a professional football free-styler for over five years. His skills are world renowned and
he is a five-time Guinness World Record Holder. His skills have taken him to over 20 countries and allowed him to
work alongside some of the world's biggest brands. Daniel has the ability to not only to perform impressive skills,
but to use them in providing entertainment that can be enjoyed by a wide audience.
Daniel has performed at all manner of events from school assemblies for children with learning disabilities, to large
corporate events and incorporating brands, to performing for inmates at a high security prison in South Africa.
Having been highly successful and sought-after as solo free-stylers, Daniel Cutting and Mark Harlow decided they
wanted to push themselves further and create something fresh and new; both seeing a unique opportunity and gap
in the market to turn football freestyle into real entertainment.
Since coming together as Duel Freestyle in 2011, they have entertained and captivated audiences around the
world with their unique and finely honed skills. Having two football freestylers performing skills in synchronisation
and interacting with one another creates a dynamic and entertaining spectacle. Dual Freestyle possess an amazing
ability to interact and engage with the crowd too, getting volunteers involved to do trick challenges and even
teaching skills; making them the perfect entertainers for your next event.
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Daniel and Mark's performance (as Dual
Freestyle) was the perfect way to begin
our event. They were lively, creative and
very professional in the way they
conducted themselves when interacting
and engaging with people! We will
definitely book them again next year!

I have worked with Daniel and Mark at a
number of corporate events where they
were employed to help our company get
attention in a sea of passerby’s. I’ll tell
you what – having professional Football
Freestylers on staff surely did the trick!
Having Dual Freestyle on our team was
truly our best Marketing plan ever. Not
only sre they excellent at their football
tricks, but are also good at talking to
people, pitching the company line and
encouraging attendees to stop by and
have a conversation. We have now flown
them to Barcelona, New Orleans, Boston
and Singapore and can confidently say
that they are reliable, professional and
excellent at their trade. I would not
hesitate to recommend them to anybody
who was considering hiring them. They
truly are pro's.

Susi Roberts, Managing Director

Cory Boiler, Global Marking Manager


It was a pleasure to have Dual Freestyle
come to our School. The children were
throughly entertained during their
shows, and learnt loads of skills through
the workshops. I would recommend Dual
Freestyle toany school, and know all the
children went home to show off their
new talents
Tom Barnabus, Head Teacher

TAGS FOR DUAL FREESTYLE

Sport

Football
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Dance

